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auto-tune can also be used to smooth out a recording, as well as to teach the plugin what to do. auto-tune can be applied to individual instruments and voices and can even be applied to musical keys, harmonies and
chords. it has even been used to convert drum sounds to other sounds. its even been used to give a slinky sound to a bass line! auto-tune evo has been around since 1995, and its been with us through the battles over
mp3s and file formats. unlike many of the innovations, it was one of the first digital vocal pitch correctors to come out of the box. its been used in many genres, from jazz to metal and beyond. it can be the difference

between a song that sounds like a trailer and one that sounds like an album. it can be used to give a particular vocal touch that you wont get from a human. for a limited time, the same version of the plugin is available
for just $29.99 and you can get it on the apple itunes store. a fully functional demo is also available on the same store, so you can get a sense of how it works before you buy. when working with a client that uses the

autotune functionality of a digital audio workstation, it is important to understand what it is doing and why it is doing it. before you do anything, you should make sure that the client has purchased a license for
autotune. if the client has a non-licensed version of the plug-in installed, it will not do anything. in a nutshell, the plugin is used by your audio workstation to create a digital representation of your client's vocal

performance and then use this representation to produce new tracks that emulate this performance.
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before you purchase auto-tune its worth bearing in mind that a lot of plugins like the x42 work on top of the auto-tune infrastructure, so to use the x42 youll need to download the full auto-tune. even the free trial
version of auto-tune evo needs the full version to work. auto-tune is the most well-known, and best known, pitch correction program in existence. theres no need to spend money on plugins that are inferior. you dont

need to spend money on plugins that are inferior. if you get auto-tune theres no reason to pay a premium for a plugin thats not going to give you over-the-top effect pitch processing, and x42 autotune is very much on
the softer side of the vocal fixer-uppers. the basic concept of its processing is different from most approaches. theres not the aggressive correction available here that youll see with other plugins, and the x42 leans on
the conservative side of pitch correction, featuring parameters that preserve many human elements, rather than digitizing them into oblivion. pitch correction is primarily used to correct pitch imperfections in a vocal
recording. if used sparingly, an autotune plugin can provide perfect vocals that dont sound unnatural. it can also change the vocal timbre and melody more intentionally, in which case autotune is used as a creative

effect. stepping outside the true free versions above, its important to point out that the granddaddy of pitch correction is available to everyone, at least for a trial period. auto-tune evo can be found all over the internet
as a fully functional time-limited demo. weve included it here primarily for those readers who are new to pitch correction. this is a chance to see a version of the originator in action, so that you have a frame of reference

about pitch correction is all about. 5ec8ef588b
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